
Darksaint Opening Post Planning and Criticism 

 

Nuclear Winter 

 

Darksaint starts the battle saying he isn’t using any sneak attacks or multi-layered plans. He’s gonna 

do a simple AOE attack. And he then shows a scan of Winter channelling the energy of the Sun 

causing an area 800m on all side of him to be turned into black glass from the sheer force of the 

blast he emitted. 

But there is also the potential for Winter to have in his own words, 

 

“I could have cauterised the entire Planet!”. 

Darksaint then states that as he uses this attack he will also shrink himself down to the subatomic 

level and then in his small form he can also travel on the energy forms caused by the Sun into Leo. 

He then provides scans that prove beyond doubt that Atom can travel along certain forms of energy. 

Darksaint mentioned that Atom would specifically ride the Electro Magnetic waves into Leonidas. 

And proves that exactly with a next set of scans showing Atom doing this. 

 

Darksaint then says that his strategy now will be that once he is inside Leo’s head he will once again 

channel the Sun and let off a non-holding back explosion inside his brain. And the dissipation from 

the neural storm wouldn’t affect him since Winters energy absorbing capabilities play their part 

here. Darksaint also adds that if he is travelling on these waves. He will also be travelling at the 

speed of them. Which is light speed. And that Leo has no counter for these type of speeds. The final 

sentence of this section states that due to the first Sun explosion being set off that Leo’s amalgam 

will be dazed and unable to react in time. 

 

 

 



Counters 

 

Darksaint begins this section by stating he is going to see if he can guess what Leo’s plans are. And if 

he can possible counter them.  

He starts off by saying that, 

 

He continues to say that when his amalgam is in it’s shrunken form that all these energy attacks 

won’t mean a thing since he will be able to see them coming and doge them with ease.  And says 

that the energy that is being directed at him, he will be able to redirect back into negative energy 

and throw it right back at him thanks to Winter being able to do such thing. He then shows a scan of 

Winter using this ability against Apollo to redirect Apollo’s positive energy. Into so called negative 

energy.  

 

Darksaint then shows 3 examples of Nimrod being easily damaged by Mutants that wouldn’t be 

considered “strong”. And states that the countermeasures Nimrod used against them wouldn’t 

phase his amalgam at all.  

 

Here is a point in which I thoroughly disagree with what Darksaint has said. Nimrod calculated the 

measures he did that were applicable for the power level of the people he was fighting. When he 

fights an enemy who provides more of a danger i.e Juggernaut, he will use more powerful 

countermeasures. So I thoroughly disagree with the argument made here. Nimrod’s whole character 

is that he adapts precisely to what he needs to for a given situation. Not over adapts. This is the first 

big disagreement I have had with either poster as of yet. 



Darksaint makes another point that I am not a fan of. As a judge (and person in general) I am 

absolutely not a fan of assumptions. He states that he argues that Nimrod can only access memory 

banks. Which is entirely unproven. 

 

Summary 

Darksaint very much does a Leo here and goes through all of the tactics that he will use to defeat 

Leonidas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


